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nothing human or spiritual exists or, a fortiori, has any value
outside the state.'1
' For fascism the state is the absolute, before which
individuals and groups are only relative.'2 And since it is
impossible to base a moral imperative on the c relative ',
we may well ask the meaning of this c absolute ' which
fascism finds in the state. Mussolini himself gives us an
answer : e The fascist state is a C£ will to power " and to
domination.'3 Having started from the will to power,
and subordinated the individuals to it, fascism is bound
to find it again in the state. Moral life itself, and all its
possible foundations, are locked out. The c will to power
and to domination' has nothing in common with morality,
even if, following the Hitlerian formula, this serves the
c vital needs' of a people.
Allowing for its defects, socialism is the greatest attempt
to subordinate to the needs of the human conscience every-
thing which, in reality, is hostile and alien to it. Socialism
aims at putting human before economic necessities, at
c humanizing ' and c moralizing ' nature and preventing its
brute forces from spreading unchecked. It studies natural
c laws' in order to make use of them and not to remain bound
by them. It fights to save the human soul from outside
restraints, and to impose its own internal law on the outside
world. Its aim is to control the industrial machine with its
huge productive powers as well as the state machine with
its great power of coercion, particularly as both the powers
and the machines are tending more and more to merge
into one. Socialism is a finalist, fascism an instrumental
doctrine, a sort of drill, a discipline, a stimulant, and as such
it can neither found nor replace a system of ethics either
for individuals or for the state.
The negation of philosophy, fascism is thus the negation
of politics and religion. c The democratic conception of
life is essentially political, the fascist essentially warlike,'
wrote Mussolini in September 1922. Fascism can only
tolerate religion if it surrenders what was apparently its
own private domain, that of the individual conscience. By
lj 2j * These passages are from the article on * fascist doctrine * written by
Mussolini for the Italian Encyclopedia.

